Pairing rough and rowdy rodeo excitement with an electric
LIVE country music arena show the American Cowboy
Showdown is self-contained, action-packed, edge-of-your-seat,
dance-to-a-beat entertainment.
Embracing, and catering to, the blue-collar, AG, farming,
ranching, and trucking communities, the American Cowboy
Showdown is a rough stock series that canvases the country.
Bareback • Bull Riding • Saddle Bronc • Barrel Racing
Showcasing the extraordinary talents of champion
cowboys and cowgirls
Spotlighting award-winning stock
Family fun for everyone
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1. As Agribusiness has grown, rodeo has
surged in popularity
2. Professional Rodeo has become globallyrecognized in the athletic mainstream
3. Live attendance and TV broadcast is at
an all time high
4. Rodeo audences fill arenas as big as
Madison Square Garden
5. Prize money is well above 5 million
6. Music performances are the second top
reason folks attend rodeos
7. Western fashion & lifestyle are the
current trend
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"There are few pairings
more natural than rodeo
and country music. Country
music is the music of
America's working class
and a brand that has been
connected with the cowboy
and rodeo culture since the
1940s."
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Sanctioned by the International Professional Rodeo Association (IPRA)

Farmers
Ranchers
Rodeo Attendees
Country Music
Enthusiasts
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An Unorthodox or Independent Minded Person
Going against the grain, Kolt Barber has always done it his
own way as a working cowboy. His brand is deeply rooted
in Blue-Collar tradition. Kolt has performed before
hundreds of thousands of country music fans. He sets the
crowd on fire with a must-see electric show thats more
exciting than an 8-second ride.
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The Show &
The Showdown
Live Entertainment Production
Rodeo Production-Stage-Sound-Lights

Full Service Rodeo
Production

Rough Stock Event
Portable Arena
Set Up & Tear Down

Publicity

Booking

Music City Media-Kat Atwood
katwood@musiccitynews.com-615-770-2994

Fusion Touring-Mike Meade, VP
mike@fusentco.com-615.891.2028 ext. 701

americancowboyshowdown.com

